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THREE FORMULAS, FOUR EXILES, & FIVE MONARCHIES…. 

A SERMON FOR LENT: (1), 2018 

 

Lent this year we are studying Obadiah’s 21 verse prophecy. We will follow a pattern similar 

to last year’s study of Lamentations. (In other words, I want to explore the Jewish reading of 

this document to inform a contemporary Christian reading.)  

Let me make some all too quick observations about our Sunday messages in Lent, in relation 

to the studies our groups can follow. 

- First, what I preach on the Sundays will both overlap with and act as supplement to 

what is in the studies. I am not guaranteeing they’ll be the same. 

- Second, I won’t be following the order of the studies. What I preach on will be 

developed out of the material but – for example – this morning I am preaching on 

material largely to be found in Study Five. 

- Third, as with last year I will be taking up a very Jewish reading of the material, trying 

to hear this Christian Scripture as, firstly, Jewish Scripture and seeing what lessons this 

gives us this Lent.  

- Fourth, Obadiah belongs to The Book of the 12. Part of its meaning, therefore, is built 

up in relation to 11 other minor prophetic voices.  

- Fifth and finally, Obadiah is used out of that 12-prophet context by Judaism as the 

prophetic reading in relation to a passage or section (parasha) of the Law (Torah) 

called Wayishlach (Genesis 32.4-36.43). In other words, it is only in relation to the 

Jacob-Esau story and theme that Obadiah makes its complete sense.      

  Before I move on to the three formulas, I want to get you thinking by saying that my focus 

this morning – and at Lent this year – is the second coming of Jesus. Here, in their expectation 

for Messiah’s coming, Christians and Jews happily agree. It’s just that what Jews believe is the 

first coming of messiah is for us – what? A second coming of Jesus of Nazareth, whom the 

Jews formerly (and we claim, wrongly, misguidedly) rejected. 

So we agree with the Jews largely on eschatology.  

My challenge to you today is this one – imagine you knew for sure Jesus was coming at Easter 

(40 days from now). But coming not as suffering saviour but as righteous judge.  

Look ahead 40 days therefore. What one thing would you want gone from your life? What one 

thing would you want in your life? Call the first Esau and the second Jacob. Walking in light 

means walking in light of his sure and soon coming. 

   

With that said, let me quote two verses as out focus this morning and then let’s begin with 

three formulas. First, the two verses: 
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“And saviours shall come up on mount Zion to judge the mount of Esau; and the kingdom 

shall be the LORD'S.” (Obadiah v.21) 

“…we wait for the blessed hope--the appearing of the glory of our great God and Saviour, 

Jesus Christ” (Titus 2.13) 

This Easter we wait for Jesus, as the Jews wait for Messiah to deliver them from Esau.  

Now, let’s get going with our three formulas: 

1. THREE FORMULAS 

a.    “Jacob have I loved” 

b. “Esau is the same as Edom” 

c.    “Esau hates Jacob” 

The first formula comes from Malachi 1.2-3, the last book of the Old Testament and the last 

“Book of the 12” Prophets. 

“…Yet I loved Jacob” (Malachi 1.2) 

The second formula reflects the interesting wording – the clue – left by “Moses” in the Hebrew 

Book of “beginnings” – we call Genesis.  

“So Esau (who is the same as Edom) settled in the hill country of Seir.” (Genesis 36.8) 

 

The final form of Genesis is trying to tell us something about the whole message of the Old 

Testament: that whatever the Esau stories have to do with, implicates the character of the 

people known as Edom when taken in its fullest, widest symbolic sense. Our error then would 

be to read what Genesis says without remembering it is part and parcel of a 39 book Old 

Testament with a wholistic message ending with:  

“Jacob have a Loved, but Esau have I hated” (Malachi 1.2-3). 

The proof that Malachi offers that God hates Esau is this: I “made his mountains a desolation” 

(1.3).  

Esau’s kingdom will come to an end someday.  

In other words, in the Bible Esau is a sign symbolizing not just a person (Jacob’s elder twin) 

but a people, Edom; and Edom is also a sign symbolizing something else! (We shall see what 

that is today.) 

The third formula is an extrapolation from the first two formulas and provides the clue or key 

to the lock of understanding all sacred and secular history for the Jews. We might ascribe 

these views to Jewish paranoia but we can’t ignore these views. Here’s one embedded in 

something strange the Rabbis find in the Hebrew MSS of Genesis 33.4. Quote:  

“But the word vayishakeihu [used in Genesis 33.4 where Esau kisses Jacob’s neck],” says one 

Jewish scholar, “‘and he kissed him,’ has a line of dots above it [in the MSS], which is the 

Torah’s way of telling us that this was not a normal kiss. What was abnormal about this kiss? 
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The Midrash [ancient Jewish Bible commentary] cites two [contrasting] interpretations. One 

is that … it was not a true kiss — Esau was really trying to kill Jacob by biting his throat [= 

Vampirism]. The other interpretation is that Esau kissed Jacob with all his heart — that’s 

what was abnormal about the kiss, since ‘we know that it is a cardinal law of reality that 

Esau hates Jacob.’” (Yanki Tauber, “Why Does Esau Hate Jacob?” Chabad.org: Italics all 

mine) 

 

To get all this, today, we need to take seriously the scribal markings in the Hebrew MSS of 

Genesis 33.4, where the “puncta extraordinaria” […..] appear, indicating something is 

missing.1  

The Tannaitic midrash from around the 3rd century, known as Sifrei Bemidbar, provides 

explanations for the ten passages in the Torah [Law of Moses] where dots appear above 

letters, including our example, which the Medieval Jewish scholar Rashi quotes in his 

commentary to this verse saying: 

“Rabbi Shimon bar Yohai2 says, ‘It is a well-known halakha that Esau hates Jacob.  

Nevertheless, at that moment he became merciful and he kissed him wholeheartedly.’” 

Halakha is a ‘practical rule of thumb’ and Rabbi Shimon goes back to the 2nd C. of our era, so 

it’s pretty clear the Jews have a very long history of finding in the Esau-Jacob story the clue to 

their own momentous story of suffering:  

- Esau hates Jacob is the key that unlocks many doors of understanding for the Jews, 

helping them interpret their own unique history.    

                                                           
1  The same thing appears in some Greek MSS from the ancient world and signifies to a scribe or reader: 
τί ποτε σημαίνει “What in the world does it signify?” 
2  A 2nd-century tannaitic sage in ancient Israel, said to be active after the destruction of the Second 
Temple in 70 CE. He was one of the most eminent disciples of Rabbi Akiva, attributed by many Orthodox Jews 
with the authorship of the Zohar, the chief work of Kabbalah. According to the Babylonian Talmud, Rabbi Shimon 
bar Yohai criticized the Roman government and was forced to go into hiding with his son for thirteen years. They 
sheltered in a cave (which local tradition places in Peki'in). Next to the mouth of the cave a carob tree sprang up 
and a spring of fresh water gushed forth. Provided against hunger and thirst they cast off their clothing except 
during prayers and sabbath to keep them from wearing out, embedded themselves in the sand up to their necks, 
and studied the Torah all day long. He and his son left the cave when they received a bat qol (divine revelation) 
saying that the Roman emperor had died and consequently all his decrees were abolished 
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Our questions today are twofold:  

- First, does the Esau-Jacob story tell us anything further about our history and its 

unfolding?  

- Second, how is Obadiah’s prophecy related to all this?   

We have begun with three hermeneutical clues not just to unlocking the Bible but to taking 

up a biblical and prophetic standpoint on human history itself.  

Let us then ask what doors to understanding these three formulas unlock for the Jews and for 

us by the examining the Jewish notion of the Four Exiles and the role of Esau in this.  

 

2. FOUR EXILES 

Here are the formulas again.   

a. “Jacob have I loved” 

b. “Esau is the same as Edom” 

c. “Esau hates Jacob” 

Esau hates Jacob means this: Edom hates God’s choice of Israel to be the chosen nation 

(Jacob).  

These four distinct exiles relate to the four beasts of which Daniel speaks.  

 

The Jews have a long history of concern with these four animals (or beasts) spoken of in Daniel 

7. They represent four pagan rulerships or kingdoms – set over the Jews through history. They 

are the manifestation of Esau’s destiny as Isaac’s son.  

Here is a little known comment from the Midrash: Leviticus Rabbah XIII.5: 
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“This informs us that every nation [of the four Empires/beasts of Daniel] that rules the world 

hates Israel and subjugates them.” 

Therefore, the Jews (Jacob’s children) take it they have experienced four exiles in history 

beginning with the Babylonian, passing through the Persian, then the Greek, and finally under 

Edom – the one they are still in.  

The Kingdom of Messiah cannot come until the final exile ends. 

Take a look at this chart.  

 

EXILE/GALUT KINGDOM RULE 

BABYLONIAN BABYLON = FIRST KINGDOM 

PERSIAN  PERSIA = 2ND KINGDOM 

GREEK GREECE = 3RD KINGDOM 

EDOM ROME = 4TH KINGDOM 

The rule of Messiah, as we will see in a moment, is the conclusive and final of five rules – the 

first four of which are historical and the Jews refer to by the term exile.  

The exile idea suggests they are not in their land or possessing historical and sovereign power. 

They don’t have what God promised Abraham. In other words, they are not ruling the world!   

Daniel chapter two announces three features of this scheme through Daniel’s interpretation 

of Nebuchadnezzar’s vision of a statue of FOUR distinct kingships of four distinct metals: Gold, 

Silver, Bronze, and Clay-iron kingdoms: 

- First, Israel’s God is the one who establishes and brings down these kings and 

kingdoms: “He changeth the times and the seasons; He removeth kings, and setteth 

up kings” (v.21).  

- Second, this doctrine culminates with the eschatological kingdom reign of God: “He 

[Daniel] hath made known to the king Nebuchadnezzar what shall be in the end of 

days.”  

- Third, the fourth monarchy gives way to the fifth. “And in the days of those kings [of 

the Iron-clay kingdom] shall the God of heaven set up a [fifth?] kingdom, which shall 

never be destroyed; nor shall the [fifth?] kingdom be left to another people; it shall 

break in pieces and consume all these [four] kingdoms, but [the fifth?] shall stand for 

ever.” (Daniel 2.44) 

The first four kingdoms represent the four exiles of the Jews.  

The Jewish verb for going into exile from your land is galah, and the noun form is galut. (Your 

great galah; you big hairy galut!)  

The exile of Babylon is Galut-Babel, and of Persia – Galut-Persia. The final exile is of Galut-

Edom. What is strange is that Edom never took Israel or Judah captive. Edom, Esau’s 

descendants, was just too small and oftentimes fell under Israel’s sway.  
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But here, we may remember that I said earlier the Bible – in Genesis – warns us that Esau is a 

symbol of Edom, just as Edom is a symbol of something else. What is that something else? 

Rome! 

 

The Jews always connected Esau with Rome.  

Christian and Jewish eschatology agree therefore – because we both read Daniel as inspired 

Scripture; we agree that a final or fourth kingdom will arise proclaiming sovereignty over the 

whole earth and keeping Israel in exile. We both agree that last kingdom is Roman in origin.   

Like Christians, the Jews do not believe that Rome’s reign ended with the collapse of Rome’s 

Empire in either West or East. Rather Rome’s pretensions are spiritual, ethical, and legal in 

character. Rome’s pride continues on as a manifestation of Mystery Babylon the Great.   

 

Edom is just a biblical code word for all this, and in Esau its spiritual paternity is shown.  

Jacob as Israel is destined to rule the cosmos one day.  

- But Esau symbolizes the rule of this present world.  

- The Jews find the sign of this in the birth-story of the two infants: 

“And he said unto me, From Abraham unto Isaac, when Jacob and Esau were born of him, 

Jacob's hand held first the heel of Esau. 9 For Esau is the end of this world [empire?], and 

Jacob is the beginning of that which follows. 10 The end of man is the heel and the beginning 

his hand…” (II Esdras VI.8-10). 

The theology of Esdras is that of a people in exile, waiting for their turn to rule. They ask:  
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“If the world now is made for our sakes, why do we not possess an inheritance with the 

world? How long shall this endure?” (VI.59) 

This is a question about the last of the four exiles – the one the Jews consider they are 

currently in.  

 

Consider the dreidel.  

The dreidel has four ancient Hebrew letters: Nun, Gimel, Hei, Shin.  

We will see that the dreidel tells the Jewish story of both the history of the world and its 

ultimate purpose. 

...a person is comprised of three elements: Body, Soul and Intellect. 

In Hebrew these are Guf, Nefesh and Seichel. These teachings further explain that the history 

of the world’s empires can be divided into four:  

- Babylon,  

- Persia,  

- Greece and  

- Rome-Edom  

Each of these empires attacked the Jewish people in a uniquely different way - and each 

time the Jewish people has prevailed. 

The Babylonian Empire attacked the Jewish body (Guf), massacring as they destroyed the First 

Temple. The Persian Empire, known for its promiscuity and licentiousness, attacked the 

Jewish People in soul (Nefesh). 

The Greek Empire, which produced some of the world’s greatest philosophers, attempted to 

demonstrate (falsely) the incompatibility of Torah with Science and Intellect (Seichel). 

Finally, the Roman Empire utilized all the above three methods - attacks on the body, the soul 

and the intellect - in an attempt to discredit and delegitimize the Torah and Judaism. The 

Hebrew word for “all” is “Hakol.” 

These then are what the four letters of the dreidel represent, four exiles: 

Furthermore, in Hebrew each letter is associated with a numerical value, known as gematria. 

The gematria [sum of the numerical values] of the letters Gimmel, Nun, Shin, Hei is 358, the 

same as that of “Nachash” - the serpent that seduced Adam and Eve at the beginning of time. 
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It is also the same gematria as “Mashiach” - the Messiah of the Jewish People whom they 

wait upon and expect to come speedily in our time. 

And so the dreidel represents the history of the world from its inception until the end of the 

reign of impurity.  

History began with the attempt by the Nachash to seduce Adam and Eve. The serpent then 

continued its seduction throughout history - in the guise of the Babylonians, Persians, Greeks 

and Romans. At the end, however, the Nachash will be vanquished by Mashiach. 

So what has all this got to do with Obadiah? 

Obadiah is the prophetic announcement of Edom’s doom. Obadiah says the fourth kingdom 

must end.  

We remember that Genesis 36 says “Esau is the same as Edom.” In Jewish thought the spirit 

of Esau is the serpent nachash! 

But Esau-Edom, we now know, is also a code word for what? Rome – and the fourth exile; 

Rome-Edom is the fourth of five kingdoms. It is satanic since it is Esau’s kingdom of this 

present world.  

So we have looked at three formulas and four exiles; it is time to turn to the… 

 

3. FIVE KINGDOMS 

Let us begin with Numbers 24.18-19 where we discover what the Jews believe the 

situation will be just before Messiah’s Kingdom comes: 

“Edom shall be possessed, and Seir [Esau’s Mountain] shall become the possession of his 

enemies, and Israel [= Jacob] shall triumph. A ruler shall come out of Jacob, and destroy 

the remnant of the city." 

So, for the Jews Edom3 will be the kingdom reigning before Messiah comes.  

Obadiah contributes to this picture in the following ways: 

                                                           
3  See Rambam in his Gate of Redemption: “We...believe that we are presently in the exile of Edom (Rome) 
and that we shall have no respite from it until the coming of the Messiah. … The Edomites [the nation around 
Mount Seir, descended from Esau] were the first to mistakenly follow after the man who claimed that he was 
the Messiah. 

“They also ascribed godliness to him. When they came to the land of Italy, their error spread to the 
nearby city of Rome. There in the days of Constantine who ruled over Rome …, the council under the authority 
of the bishop [of the city] of Rome determined their belief in (Jesus) and established it [as the religion of the 
empire]. 

“This, above all else, is the main cause and reason that Rome and Edom are considered as one kingdom 
although they are different nations. In spite of that [difference], they are related because of their uniformity of 
belief which makes them one people and one nation. … [The Sages of the Targum] thus explained that Rome is 
in Grecian Italy and that many of the Edomite people are contained therein. Hence, [Rome] is called ‘O daughter 
of Edom,’ (Eicah / Lamentations 4:22).” 
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- First, he describes the collapse and final destruction of the fourth kingdom (which is 

Edom) and the end of the exile of the Jews.  

Here’s Obadiah speaking: 

 

“Thus saith the Lord GOD concerning Edom: We have heard a message from the LORD, and 

an ambassador is sent among the nations: ‘Arise ye, and let us rise up against her [Edom] in 

battle.’” (Obadiah v.1). 

“But in mount Zion there shall be those that escape, and it shall be holy; and the house of 

Jacob shall possess their possessions.” (v.17) 

What else does Obadiah do? 

- Second, he shows the contest between Esau and Jacob defines all history and ends it 

with an eschatological finality.  

 

“And the house of Jacob shall be a fire, and the house of Joseph a flame, and the house of 

Esau for stubble, and they shall kindle in them, and devour them; and there shall not be any 

remaining of the house of Esau; for the LORD hath spoken.” (v.18) 

But Esau’s house is Edom – the final Empire of the four beasts.  

- Third, Obadiah announces the finality of the last kingdom, the fifth which follows the 

first four.  

“…the captivity [fourth exile] of … the children of Israel, …and the captivity [fourth exile] of 

Jerusalem, … shall possess the cities of the South. And saviours shall come up on mount Zion 

[in Jerusalem] to judge the mount of Esau [Edom = fourth kingdom]; and the [fifth] kingdom 

shall be the LORD'S.” (vv.20-1) 

Now, in concluding I want to draw a couple of observations as we begin Lent this year.   

- The Jews are still in the fourth exile suffering under the hand of the fourth kingdom. 

This is Edom and it is Rome: for, according to the Jews, Esau – who is a symbol 

remember – took the kingdoms of this world (all four of them). 

- Second, Jacob, too, is a symbol – because, as we saw a few weeks back in Genesis 32, 

Jacob is not just Jacob, right? He is who? Israel. And Israel is a nation. But that nation 

is represented by its king who is, according to Obadiah, “the Lord.”  

- Third, therefore, Jesus is Israel and the king over Jerusalem. When was Jesus 

announced as king over Jerusalem?  
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“This took place to fulfill what was spoken by the prophet [Zechariah]: 

5 ‘Tell the people of Zion, 

‘Look, your king is coming to you, 

unassuming and seated on a donkey, 

and on a colt, the foal of a donkey.’’ 

“6 So the disciples went and did as Jesus had instructed them. 7 They brought the donkey 

and the colt and placed their cloaks on them, and he sat on them. 8 A very large crowd 

spread their cloaks on the road. Others cut branches from the trees and spread them on the 

road. 9 The crowds that went ahead of him and those following kept shouting, ‘Hosanna to 

the Son of David! Blessed is the one who comes in the name of the Lord! Hosanna in the 

highest!’ 10 As he entered Jerusalem the whole city was thrown into an uproar, saying, ‘Who 

is this?’ 11 And the crowds were saying, ‘This is the prophet Jesus, from Nazareth in 

Galilee.’” (Matthew 21.4-11) 

I want to remind you Obadiah is not just a  single prophet but his important place in Scripture 

is beside Zechariah and 10 other prophets in the Book of the 12.  

Now, the ordering of the 12 books in the Hebrew Bible is very special.  

The 12 are grouped to communicate a central message: those who harm Jerusalem will be 

harmed; those who try to take Jerusalem are fighting the purposes of God in human history! 

That is why Jesus enters as divine king on the first Palm Sunday. That is why Obadiah 

concludes with these promises:   

“…the captivity [fourth exile] of … the children of Israel, …and the captivity [fourth exile] of 

Jerusalem, … shall possess the cities of the South. And saviours shall come up on mount Zion 

[in Jerusalem] to judge the mount of Esau [Edom = fourth kingdom]; and the [fifth] kingdom 

shall be the LORD'S.” (vv.20-1) 

Now, what does it mean to walk in light of this reality?  

We have people who speak ill of Jews and people who believe Jerusalem should be the capital 

of two kingdoms on earth. But it cannot be so. Christians must inevitably be Zionists. 

Jerusalem is special; that’s not me saying it: it is the Book of the 12, amongst them not least 

Obadiah.   
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How does history end?  

There are two options. This lent you are challenged to pick one.  

Either the fourth kingdom will rule or the fifth.  

Modern politics is predicated on pushing Jesus’ kingdom out of this world so that the gentile 

kings (Esau) could reign forever. 

It is, as theory, ameliorationism: the world will get better, and man wiser, till we reach an 

apotheosis. The Anthropocene means we will create heaven on earth. Today it just appears 

as liberal cosmopolitanism foisted on us by the elites.  

There is a second possibility: the fifth kingdom which Obadiah preaches and Jesus displayed 

in the Easter week 2000 years ago – in Jerusalem. We call this the second coming of Jesus and 

it is preceded by an eschatological crisis. The world doesn’t get better; only worse. The world 

lurches from bad to worse till Christ comes back to reign forever.  

Both these stories can’t be true. We must choose one.  

We must decide between Jacob and Esau. That is our decision this Lent. 

If Christ were returning this Easter – what would the next 40 days look like for you?        


